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Abstract

Currently, cryptographic security of financial applications that run on mobile devices is considered
a main feature. Thus, financial institutions develop novel secure solutions that are cryptographically
secure. However, in terms of social engineering attacks, financial applications are vulnerable because
most mobile devices have a display screen that is easily visible to attackers; they can easily look over
your shoulder to see your password as you input it using the screen keypad. Therefore, we focused
on securing the mobile keypad against shoulder surfing attacks. In this paper, we modified the pre-
vious 4-color based keypad that supports color blindness, and made it more secure against multiple
attackers.
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1 Introduction

Mobile banking is a banking service involving transactions, such as account inquiry, cash withdrawal,
and cash transfer, done from a mobile device. Mobile banking comes with an inherent security risk
of financial information exposure due to data being transferred between mobile devices and servers.
This risk is increased with the usage of smart phones since a majority of them run on embedded open
source operating systems. Anonymous software developers freely develop smart phone applications,
and users can install these applications in their smart phones via wireless internet connection. These
softwares are difficult to trust, and so even though smart phones have a prevention feature built in, it
still have a fatal weakness in the security. Thus, financial institutions develop prevention tools and
algorithms, such as secure keypads [1-3] and malware detectors, to keep their services safe [4]. The
virtual secure keypad is one such technology that offers software reliability and security. However, it
is still vulnerable to social engineering attacks. For the user’s convenience and to relieve typographical
errors, the input data display window for a secure keypad shows the last input character of the password
without masking it with an asterisk (*) or other characters. However, this convenience causes security
vulnerabilities leading to social engineering attacks such as shoulder surfing attacks [5]. As shown in
Figure 1, the shoulder surfing attack occurs when direct observation techniques, such as peeping over
someone’s shoulder or video recording, are employed to maliciously obtain passwords, PINs, and other
sensitive personal information [6].

H. Kim’s research [7] proposed a 4-color theorem-based [8] keypad method to guard against this
kind of attack. However, their solution does not consider users with color blindness. Therefore, in
our research, we propose a secure mobile keypad solution to provide advanced functionality for users
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Figure 1: Example of shoulder surfing attack

with color blindness. We modified the previous 4-color based keypad to support color blind users, and
improved its security against multiple shoulder surfing attacks. Compared with methods in previous
research, our method offers increased security against multiple shoulder surfing attacks to all users,
including those with color blindness. It does so without sacrificing typing speed and accuracy. The
remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe related works. In Section 3,
we explain our proposed scheme. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 4.

2 Related Works

2.1 Security Threats

Mobile banking with a smartphone is a type of e-banking service, and security threats to this service
can occur at three stages: the design and development, installation and use, and system and management
stage. A shoulder surfing attack occurs in the installation and use stage. The components of a smartphone
e-banking service application include the smartphone (device/platform), the e-banking service applica-
tion (application), and mobile communication (network/wireless network). A shoulder surfing attack is
aimed at the smartphone component. Hence, we need to prevent shoulder surfing attacks on smartphone
devices. However, recent smartphone devices have large screens measuring over 5 inches that are more
vulnerable to shoulder surfing attacks. Of course, larger screen sizes have several advantages. Two of
them are higher typing accuracy and typing speed. Using these features, smartphone users input their se-
cret information with higher speed and lower errors using an enlarged secure keypad [9]. However, even
if the attacker is does not use his own eyes to obtain the information, other devices, such as camcorders
or CCTV, can still be used, rendering these features useless. Therefore, it is crucial that we develop new
methods to secure against shoulder surfing attacks.

2.2 Color Blindness Ratio and its Awareness

According to D. Mclntyre’s report [10] on color blindness, approximately 8.5% of the world’s population
is color blind. A smartphone is currently a worldwide bestseller. Most people use smartphones for
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maintaining their lifestyle. Thus, for the 8.5% who are color blind, it is mandatory to develop a method
that allows them to exploit the full functionality of their smartphones. In several games, a colorblind
mode is available to support users who cannot recognize specific colors. When this option is enabled,
the colors of several parts are changed to be recognizable by the colorblind. Some popular games, such
as League of Legends, World of Tanks, and World of Warcraft already include a colorblind mode. In
Korea, a mobile game named Modue Game also has a colorblind mode. Figure 2 below shows examples
of colorblind mode options.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2: Examples of colorblind mode in three popular games and a Korean mobile game: (a)
League of Legends, (b) World of Tanks, (c) World of Warcraft, and (d) Modue Game, respectively.

2.3 Comparison of Previous Methods

Figure 3(a) shows existing methods of secure password input/indication and (b) shows H Kim’s method.
Figure 3(a) demonstrates an existing secure keypad that allows the user to see the last keystroke

without the last letter being masked with an asterisk (*). However, this method is vulnerable to shoulder
surfing attacks with a 68% attack success. To overcome this weakness, H. Kim’s method uses a color
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Comparison of existing method and H. Kim’s method

masking scheme, as shown in in Figure 3(b). In this method, each virtual key is masked by one of four
colors, and this color is randomly selected by the algorithm. When a user taps the keys, the key masking
color information is displayed only by the masking character (*) instead of tapping a key character. This
method reduces the attack success to 0%, meaning it is theoretically safe. However, a colored asterisk
symbol is tiny and may be too small to read. Moreover, in the case of multiple attacks, the attacker can
estimate the color pattern of the keypad by combining partial information since the color masked keypad
information is never changed when a color is randomly assigned. Figure 4 shows an example of multiple
shoulder surfing attacks.

Figure 4: Example of multiple shoulder surfing attacks
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3 Proposed Method

In this paper, we propose a secure keypad with a colorblind option to secure smartphones against shoulder
surfing attacks. This method is a modification of H. Kim’s color display algorithm. We also applied a
random key color-changing algorithm to guard against multiple shoulder surfing attacks. Therefore, our
method offers user convenience and increased security against multiple attackers.

3.1 Keypad and Masking Color-Changing Algorithm

The basic scheme for the keypad and color generation is similar to H. Kim’s method. However, to guard
against multiple attackers, we added a new component to the color-changing algorithm. Figure 5 shows
the pseudo code of key color generation and re-generation algorithm.

Figure 5: Pseudo code of key color generation & re-generation algorithm

As shown in Figure 6, the difference between the previous method (a) and the proposed method is
the continuous changing of colors at every keystroke. For example, in Figure 6(b), the Q key in red is
changed to yellow after one keystroke. As shown in the example, the color of each key changes randomly,
and is never the same as that of neighboring key colors.
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(a) after one key stroke −>

(b) after one key stroke−>

Figure 6: Comparison of H. Kim’s static color keypad, and proposed dynamic color keypad

3.2 Colorblind Mode

For users with color blindness, we modified the key color pattern-changing algorithm and added a func-
tion key. The previous method applied a 4-color theorem to protect the user’s secret information input
via virtual keypad. However, the 4-color theorem uses red, yellow, blue, and green colors that are hard
to distinguish for the colorblind. Thus, we added a colorblind mode to change several colors for them.
Figure 7 shows the pseudo code of the colorblind mode in the proposed method.

Figure 7: Pseudo code of colorblind mode
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Moreover, as shown in Figure 8, we added a colorblind mode button and pop-up menu as features of
the proposed method to conveniently enable colorblind mode. The colorblind mode has two options: red
& green weak mode and yellow & blue weak mode.

Figure 8: Color blind mode button and popup menu

The red &green weak mode is a green-to-black color changing mode, and the yellow & blue weak
mode is a yellow-to-gray color changing mode. This method allows those who find it difficult to detect
color differences to conveniently use a secure keypad.

3.3 User Keystroke Information Display Method

The previous method uses a black asterisk (*) to display secret keystroke information, and H. Kim’s
method uses a colored asterisk. However, the size of the asterisk is too small for the user to recognize
exact color. Therefore, we used a space character instead of an asterisk to easily recognize the color, as
shown in Figure 9.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9: Comparison of color information display method
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4 Conclusion

In this paper, we demonstrated a virtual keypad that offers strong privacy and higher level of user con-
venience. With smartphone manufacturers developing products with the screen sizes up to 7 inches that
require virtual screen keypads, it was necessary to develop a virtual keypad that is secure against different
types of shoulder surfing attacks. Our proposed method is secure even in the case of multiple attacks,
and it offers a mode for colorblind and partially sighted persons.
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